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ABSTRACT

We study a sample of ∼50,000 dwarf starburst and late-type galaxies drawn from the COSMOS survey with the
aim of investigating the presence of nuclear accreting black holes (BHs) as those seed BHs from which
supermassive BHs could grow in the early universe. We divide the sample into five complete redshift bins up to
z=1.5 and perform an X-ray stacking analysis using the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey data. After removing
the contribution from X-ray binaries and hot gas to the stacked X-ray emission, we still find an X-ray excess in the
five redshift bins that can be explained by nuclear accreting BHs. This X-ray excess is more significant for z 0.5< .
At higher redshifts, these active galactic nuclei could suffer mild obscuration, as indicated by the analysis of their
hardness ratios. The average nuclear X-ray luminosities in the soft band are in the range 1039–1040 erg s−1.
Assuming that the sources accrete at �1% the Eddington rate, their BH masses would be �105 M, thus in the
intermediate-mass BH regime, but their mass would be smaller than the one predicted by the BH-stellar mass
relation. If instead the sources follow the correlation between BH mass and stellar mass, they would have sub-
Eddington accreting rates of ∼10−3 and BH masses 1–9×105 M. We thus conclude that a population of
intermediate-mass BHs exists in dwarf starburst galaxies, at least up to z=1.5, though their detection beyond the
local universe is challenging due to their low luminosity and mild obscuration unless deep surveys are employed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two main scenarios have been proposed for the formation
and accretion of supermassive black holes (SMBHs). SMBHs
could have formed from the first generation (Population III) of
∼100 M stellar seeds (e.g., Volonteri 2010 and references
therein). Alternatively, SMBHs in the early universe could
grow from heavier M 10BH

4 6~ - M seed BHs formed by
direct collapse of pristine gas in primordial halos (e.g.,
Eisenstein & Loeb 1995). Such halos should be close (within
15 kpc) to protogalaxies of 107~ M emitting a high Lyman–
Werner radiation in order to avoid gas fragmentation and the
formation of stars (e.g., Agarwal et al. 2014). Observationally,
the finding of an increasing number of SMBHs at redshifts
z 7~ (e.g., Fan et al. 2001, 2003; Willott et al. 2007, 2010;
Mortlock et al. 2011; Venemans et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2015)
poses a challenge to the above scenarios. Population III
remnant BHs would have to constantly accrete at nearly
Eddington rates, undergo short phases of super-Eddington
accretion (Volonteri & Rees 2005), or be embedded in a
nuclear star cluster and fed by flows of dense cold gas
(Alexander & Natarajan 2014) in order to reach BH masses

109 M in less than 1 Gyr (see review by Natarajan 2014).
Proving the existence of the primordial BHs at z>10 is

extremely challenging with the current instrumentation (e.g.,
Sobral et al. 2015); however, a discrimination between the
different BH formation scenarios can be performed by studying
the population of low-mass BHs in the local universe. Such
low-mass BHs, also known as intermediate-mass BHs
(IMBHs), with masses in the range 102–106 M, are expected
to reside in low-mass, star-forming dwarf galaxies that have not
significantly grown through mergers/accretion, resembling the

primordial galaxies formed in the early universe. Given that
“light” Population III seed BHs are expected to be more
abundant than the “massive” direct collapse BHs in the infant
universe (e.g., van Wassenhove et al. 2010), a large BH
occupation fraction (∼90%) should be found in today’s dwarf
galaxies if Population III remnants were the dominant seeding
mechanism (e.g., van Wassenhove et al. 2010; Volonteri 2010;
Greene 2012). Probing the fraction of BHs in low-mass
galaxies, their mass density and host galaxy properties is thus
pivotal to discern between the different models describing the
formation of the first BHs (e.g., Volonteri 2010; Greene 2012).
The first systematic searches for low-mass BHs focused on

optically selected samples of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
with M 10BH

6< M, as derived from the width of optical
emission lines (e.g., Barth et al. 2004, 2008; Greene &
Ho 2004, 2007; Peterson et al. 2005; Reines et al. 2013).
More than 200 candidates were found, nearly a quarter of
which have been confirmed as accreting BHs according to their
X-ray emission (L 10 100.5 2 keV

41 43–=- erg s−1; Desroches
et al. 2009; Dong et al. 2012). The detection of unresolved
X-ray emission, in some cases spatially coincident with jet/
core radio emission, constitutes the most compelling signature
of an accreting BH in the absence of dynamical mass
measurements (typically limited to the Local Group in the
case of dwarf galaxies, e.g., Valluri et al. 2005; Lora
et al. 2009; Seth et al. 2010, 2014; den Brok et al. 2015) and
has provided further evidence for their presence in a few more
tens of low-mass galaxies (e.g., Shi et al. 2008; Reines
et al. 2011, 2014; Reines & Deller 2012; Schramm et al. 2013;
Yuan et al. 2014; Baldassare et al. 2015; Lemons et al. 2015;
Secrest et al. 2015; Whalen et al. 2015). Additional searches for
IMBHs have been performed in the infrared band (e.g.,
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Satyapal et al. 2007, 2008, 2014; Marleau et al. 2014; Sartori et
al. 2015), or using globular clusters (e.g., Gebhardt et al. 2005;
van der Marel & Anderson 2010; Lützgendorf et al. 2011) and
also ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs; e.g., Farrell et al.
2009; Mezcua & Lobanov 2011; Sutton et al. 2012; Mezcua
et al. 2013a; Pasham et al. 2014). Among ULXs, the two best
IMBH candidates have spatially coincident X-ray and radio
emissions and are suggested to be the nucleus of a dwarf galaxy
stripped in the course of minor merger (Farrell et al. 2012;
Mezcua et al. 2013b, 2015; Soria et al. 2013).

The presence of accreting BHs in low-mass early-type
galaxies is expected fromMBH scaling relations and has already
been inferred in several cases (e.g., Gallo et al. 2010; Miller
et al. 2012, 2015; Civano et al. 2014; Paggi et al. 2015).
Although it may be easier to study BH accretion in redder
galaxies where enhanced X-ray emission from high star-
forming phenomena (e.g., Mineo et al. 2012a, 2012b) is not
significant, certainly more searches have been completed
among late-type spirals, for which several individual cases
have been reported (e.g., Peterson et al. 2005; Satyapal
et al. 2007; Gliozzi et al. 2009; Reines et al. 2011; Baldassare
et al. 2015; Lemons et al. 2015). However, observational
evidence for the presence of a population of IMBHs in dwarf
starburst galaxies (irregular and spiral) is still scant. The largest
IMBH samples are skewed toward broad-line AGN with high
Eddington ratios (L L 0.1;bol Edd > see Yuan et al. 2014), are
not complete, or cover small volumes (z 0.3< ). To circumvent
these biases, we have performed a search for accreting BHs in
low-mass starburst and late-type galaxies in the COSMOS
survey (Scoville et al. 2007), which is the only large (2 deg2)
survey for which a complete, deep (iAB ~ 26.5), multi-
wavelength dataset exists and that all major telescopes have
deeply observed (e.g., space: Chandra, Hubble, Spitzer,
Herschel, GALEX, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR; ground: VLA,
Subaru, Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope, Magellan, VLT,
VISTA). To identify signs of BH accretion we make use of the
recently completed Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey (Civano
et al. 2015), the combination of the C-COSMOS survey (Elvis
et al. 2009; Civano et al. 2012) and a new X-ray Visionary
Program project approved in Chandra Cycle 14. Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy covers the whole 2.2 deg2 of the COSMOS
field with ACIS-I imaging at a depth of ∼150 ks. In this paper,
we present the finding of a population of accreting BHs in low-
mass starburst and spiral galaxies up to z=1.5 based on the
X-ray stacking analysis performed on Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy. The results of ∼200 actual X-ray detections up to
z∼4 will be reported in a future paper (M. Mezcua et al. 2016,
in preparation). The paper is divided as follows: in Sections 2
and 3 we describe the data and analysis; the results obtained are
reported and discussed in Section 4. Final conclusions are
given in Section 5. Throughout the paper we adopt a ΛCDM
cosmology with parameters H 700 = km s−1 Mpc−1,

0.73W =L and 0.27mW = .

2. SAMPLE SELECTION

The sample of low-mass star-forming galaxies is selected
from a recent version of the COSMOS photometric catalog of
Ilbert et al. (2009, 2010) including the four Ultra-VISTA YJHK
bands from McCracken et al. (2012). Photometric redshifts and
galaxy properties (mass, age, star formation rate (SFR), and
galaxy type) are derived from the fit of the spectral energy
distribution (SED) using elliptical, spiral and star-forming

galaxy templates from Polletta et al. (2007) and Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) and assuming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function (see Ilbert et al. 2009, 2010 for details). The AGN
contribution is negligible according to the SED fitting and is
thus not taken into account in the estimates of the galaxy
properties.
We select low-mass galaxies as being brighter than 24 mag

in the i-band, since the photometric redshift precision is
z z1 0.012( )D + = at i 24AB < (Ilbert et al. 2009), and as

having a stellar mass M 3 109
*  ´ M (or log M 9.5*  M,

e.g., Schramm et al. 2013). We exclude all those galaxies
masked in the Ilbert et al. catalog as not having reliable
photometric redshifts or stellar masses (i.e., M 107

* < M).
With these criteria, we find 52508 galaxies with

M10 3 107 9
*  ´ M. The SED fitting provides a classifi-

cation type (Ell-S0, Sa-Sc, Sd-Sdm, starburst; see Figure 1, top)
for each low-mass galaxy. We find that most galaxies (93.8%)
are fitted by starburst templates according to the SED shape,
with a smaller fraction (4.2%) of elliptical and S0 galaxies. The
presence of AGNs in these early-type galaxies is being
investigated by Paggi et al. (2015) using the stacking technique
and has also been found in other samples (e.g., Miller
et al. 2012), hence in our study we will focus on the non-
elliptical dwarf galaxies, where evidence for the presence of a

Figure 1. Top: distribution of morphologies for the sample of low-mass
galaxies. Early-type galaxies are shown in red, spiral galaxies in green,
starburst in blue. Bottom: distribution of stellar masses for the sample of non-
elliptical dwarf galaxies.
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population of accreting BHs remains scarce. After removing
the elliptical and S0 galaxies from the sample, the total number
of galaxies for our analysis is of 50285 sources. Of these,
97.9% are starburst and 2.1% are spiral (Sa-Sdm). Their rest-
frame K-band luminosity is plotted versus redshift in Figure 2.
The solid black line represents the K-band sensitivity limit, for
which we consider here a conservative value of 23 mag (the
actual value is of 23.7± 0.1 mag; McCracken et al. 2012). The
stellar mass M* is measured by rescaling the best-fit SED,
which peaks at K-band and is normalized at one solar mass, for
the intrinsic luminosity (Ilbert et al. 2010). The distribution of
the stellar masses for the sample of low-mass non-early-type
galaxies is plotted in Figure 1, bottom.

3. X-RAY STACKING ANALYSIS

Only ∼1% of the low-mass galaxies included in our sample
are detected above the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy flux limit of
F2 10 keV- =1.7×10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 at 50% completeness
(Civano et al. 2015; Marchesi et al. 2015; M. Mezcua et al.
2016, in preparation). For those low-mass non-early-type
galaxies with no individual Chandra detections, we use the
Chandra stacking analysis tool CSTACK6 v4.2 with the aim of
unveiling a population of hidden accreting BHs in dwarf
starburst and spiral galaxies.

CSTACK stacks the Chandra field of each undetected
galaxy, removing any X-ray detected targets and any objects
affected by nearby resolved X-ray sources, and returns the
exposure-weighted mean X-ray count rates of the stacked
population of galaxies in the soft (0.5–2 keV) and hard
(2–8 keV) bands by default. CSTACK makes use of the 117
observations (OBSIDs) from Chandra COSMOS-Legacy (total
of 4.8Ms of exposure; Civano et al. 2015) with exposure maps.
The Chandra COSMOS-Legacy observing strategy is of an
highly overlapping (half a field shift) mosaic, where each
position is observed with up to 6 Chandra observations,
therefore at different off-axis angles. In order to optimize the
signal-to-noise ratio of the stacked signal, by default CSTACK
uses the 90% energy encircled radius (minimum of 1 arcsec,

maximum 7 arcsec) for each of the overlapped observations for
an object to calculate the background-subtracted count rate.
The background is taken from the 30×30 arcsec2 region
centered at the object and excluding the 7 arcsec radius circle
around the object by default. The source count rate is corrected
for the fraction of the point-spread function that falls into the
source count extraction radius. The exposure-weighted average
of these background-subtracted count rates over the input
objects over the Chandra OBSIDs gives the final stacked count
rate. In order to include only datasets that have reasonably
small point spread functions, CSTACK includes observations
in which the object’s off-axis angles are below 8 arcmin by
default. While CSTACK allows various options and these
defaults can be modified, we use the defaults provided by
CSTACK v4.2 in this work.7 The significance of each stacked
detection is determined from the photon counting statistics,
while the uncertainties associated to the stacked count rates are
evaluated by a bootstrap re-sampling analysis that provides the
distribution of the stacked count rates for 500 resampled
catalogs, each of which consists of the same number of objects
as the input catalog and selected at random from the input
catalog allowing duplicates. We note that if the number of
photons/object is 1 in the stacking analysis (which is our
case), the bootstrap errors become approximately equal to the
photon counting statistics.
In order to study any redshift evolution of a faint, X-ray

undetected, population of low-mass BHs in non-early-type
galaxies, the stacking analysis is performed in five complete
L zK - bins selected as: (1) including galaxies with K-band
luminosities above the K-band sensitivity limit at that redshift and
below a maximum K-band luminosity LK max=1030 erg s−1 Hz−1

(or LK max=3.7×1010L), which is the upper limit where the
sample becomes incomplete at low z; (2) having a stacked
detection above 3σ in at least one X-ray band. The complete
redshift bins include sources up to z=1.5 and are shown in
Figure 2. To extend the study to even higher redshift, we also stack
all those low-mass starburst and late-type galaxies with
L LK K max< and z 1.5> despite the lack of completeness in
this bin. The number of stacked sources, total exposure time in
each redshift bin, significance of the stacked detection, average net
count rate and its error computed by the bootstrapping analysis for
each redshift bin and X-ray band are provided in Table 1. We
consider a detection is significant if the average stacked count rate
is above a 3σ level. This is the case for the five complete redshift
bins in the soft band (see Figure 3), while in the hard band none of
the bins is detected above a 2.5σ level.
We thus consider the soft band detections to compute X-ray

luminosities. For each of the five bins, the stacked count rates
in the 0.5–2 keV band provided by CSTACK are converted to
X-ray luminosities in the 0.5–2 keV (soft), 2–10 keV (hard) and
0.5–8 keV (full) bands assuming a power-law photon index

1.4G = and a Galactic column density NH=2.6×1020 cm−2

(Kalberla et al. 2005) as used in Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
(Civano et al. 2015). For these parameters, the conversion
factor from soft count rate to fluxes in the 0.5–2, 2–10 and
0.5–8 keV bands are 6.56 ´ 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 cts−1, 2.16́
10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 cts−1 and 1.59´ 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 cts−1,
respectively. The conversion factors are sensitive to the
assumed power-law photon index: for Γ=1 (=2), there is a
change of ∼4% (∼8%) in the soft band, of ∼40% (∼40%) in

Figure 2. K-band luminosity vs. redshift for the selected sample of low-mass
galaxies ( M10 3 107 9

*  ´ M). The solid black line represents the K-band
sensitivity limit of 23 mag. The color-coded regions show the complete redshift
bins considered in the stacking analysis.

6 http://lambic.astrosen.unam.mx/cstack_v4.2/

7 See the explanation manual linked to the main entry form of CSTACK for
full options. Visitors may login as username=guest, password=guest.
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the hard band, and of ∼4% (∼8%) in the full band. For each
redshift bin, the X-ray luminosities are brought to rest frame
using a mean K-correction factor z1 2( )+ G- , where we assume
the same Γ as specified above and z is taken as the mean
redshift of each bin. We note that this yields the same results
(within the errors) as computing an individual K-correction
factor for each source first and averaging it later.

We evaluate any possible background contribution and
check the significance of our stacked detections by randomiz-
ing the source positions and re-running the stacking. Figure 4
shows the results for the lowest and highest complete redshift
bins. The background net counts (net) are computed as

px pxnet cts cts exp expsrc bkg bkg bkg src src(( ( )) ( ))= - ´ ´ ´ ,
where ctssrc are the source counts, ctsbkg the background
counts, pxbkg the background area, pxsrc the source area, expbkg
the background exposure, and expsrc the source exposure. They
follow a Gaussian distribution centered on zero, as expected
from background fluctuations, with offset=−0.295 and
σ=1.052 for the z0 0.3< < bin and offset=−0.334 and
σ=1.037 for the z1 1.5< < bin. This slight asymmetry is
not significant as the effects of the skewness are much smaller
than other statistical and/or systematic errors like the bootstrap
errors (Table 1). Therefore there is no significant background
contributing to the stacked X-ray detections.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stacking analysis finds a significant X-ray detection
( 3s> ) in the soft band for the five complete redshift bins, i.e.,
up to z=1.5. For each of these bins, and for the X-ray

Table 1
X-Ray Stacking Results of Low-mass Star-forming Galaxies

0.5–2 keV 2–8 keV

Bin Exp. Time Nstacked Detection Net Count Rate Detection Net Count Rate log L0.5 2 keV- log L2 10 keV- log L0.5 8 keV-
(s) (σ) (cts s−1) (σ) (cts s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

0 z< < 0.3 7.38e+08 7544 5.1 8.78e-07 e
e

6.92 07
1.05 06

-
- 1.6 5.28e-07 e

e
1.55 07

8.53 07
- -

- 38.92 39.37 39.43

0.3 z< < 0.5 1.00e+09 10187 4.1 5.87e-07 e
e

4.28 07
7.38 07

-
- 1.0 <5.45e-07 39.28 39.74 39.80

0.5 z< < 0.7 9.65e+08 10000 3.6 5.38e-07 e
e

3.62 07
6.94 07

-
- <1 <4.18e-07 39.64 40.10 40.16

0.7 z< < 1 1.08e+09 10910 4.6 6.34e- 07 e
e

4.81 07
7.65 07

-
- 2.5 6.68e-07 e

e
4.14 07
9.74 07

-
- 40.02 40.48 40.54

1 z< < 1.5 2.90e+08 2957 3.7 9.84e-07 e
e

6.98 07
1.24 06

-
- 1.9 9.99e-07 e

e
5.22 07
1.53 06

-
- 40.54 41.00 41.06

z > 1.5a 5.22e+07 514 <1 < 5.94e-07 <1 <3.01e-06 <40.76 <41.22 <41.27

Note. Column designation:(1) complete redshift bin; (2) total exposure time; (3) number of stacked galaxies; (4), (5) detection significance above the noise and net
count rate for the soft (0.5–2 keV) band; (6), (7) detection significance above the noise and net count rate for the hard (2–8 keV) band. The errors are provided as upper
and lower values at a 68% confidence level. In the case of no detection above 2σ, upper limits are provided as the net count rate at the 68% confidence level; (8)–(10)
0.5–2 keV, 2–10 keV, and 0.5–8 keV, respectively, unabsorbed X-ray luminosities computed from column (5) assuming 1.4G = and NH=2.6×1020 cm−2.
a This bin is not complete.

Figure 3. Stacked X-ray detections in the 0.5–2 keV band. Images have been smoothed with a Gaussian of radius=2. Color scales are in counts.

Figure 4. Background net count distribution for randomly distributed source
positions in the z0 0.3< < (top) and z1 1.5< < (bottom) redshift bins. The
red solid line shows the fit of a Gaussian distribution with offset=−0.295 and
σ=1.052 for the z0 0.3< < bin and offset=−0.334 and σ=1.037 for the

z1 1.5< < bin.
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undetected high-z bin (z > 1.5), we average the main galaxy
properties (redshift, stellar mass, SFR, galaxy stellar age, LK;
see Table 2) derived from the SED spectral fitting (Ilbert
et al. 2009). The X-ray luminosities of the stacked redshift bins
range L 10 10X

39 40= - erg s−1 in the soft band and
L 10 10X

39 41–= erg s−1 in the hard and full bands (Table 1)
and are a mixed contribution of the integrated output of X-ray
binary (XRB) populations, hot interstellar medium (ISM) gas
and nuclear (AGN) emission: L L L LX XRB X,hot AGN= + + .
The contribution from XRBs and hot ISM gas should thus be
removed from the stacked X-ray emission in order to
investigate the presence of AGNs in the stacked star-forming
low-mass galaxies. A description of how these contributions
are derived and removed is provided in the next sections.

4.1. Contribution from X-Ray Binaries

To estimate the total contribution from high-mass X-ray
binaries (HMXBs) and low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) to
the stacked X-ray emission, we use the combined correlation
from Lehmer et al. (2010) for luminous, star-forming galaxies
with specific SFRs (sSFR) in the range ∼2×108 years−1

−1×109 years−1, which are of the same order as that of our
sample of dwarf starburst galaxies (sSFR∼109 years−1):

L M9.05 0.37 10

1.62 0.22 10 SFR 1
2 10 keV
XRB 28

39

( )
( ) ( )

*=  ´
+  ´

-

in erg s−1 and scatter of 0.34 dex, where the LMXB
contribution is proportional to the stellar mass and the HMXB
to the SFR. In order to derive and subtract the contribution
from XRBs to the stacked soft X-ray emission, the L2 10 keV

XRB
- of

each z bin is converted to count rate in the 0.5–2 keV band
assuming a photon index Γ=1.4 (which is a good model for
the XRB emission) and NH=2.6×1020 cm−2 (see Section 3)
and applying the corresponding K-correction factor. We note
that assuming Γ=1.4 we are also taking into account the soft
component of XRBs, which is typically hard and approximated
with a thermal model with high temperatures (>5 keV)
corresponding to a power-law model with slope ∼1.4 (Kim
et al. 1992; similar slope derived for the average soft emission
of XRBs from Table 2 in Mineo et al. 2012b). No significant
changes are obtained (the differences remain within the errors)
by assuming a photon index in the range Γ=1–2. Using

Lehmer’s correlation, we find that the contribution from XRBs
(including both HMXBs and LMXBs) to the stacked 0.5–2 keV
X-ray emission ranges from 9% for the z1 1.5< < bin to 15%
for the z0.7 1< < bin and thus that the stacked X-ray
emission is higher than the one expected from XRBs for the
five complete redshift bins. This X-ray excess is of 5s~ for the
two z 0.5< and the z0.7 1< < bins, 4s~ for the

z0.5 0.7< < bin, and 7s~ for the z1 1.5< < bin. In the
hard band, the contribution from XRBs to the stacked
2–10 keV X-ray luminosity (Table 1) ranges from 15% for
the z0 0.3< < bin to 27% for the z0.7 1< < bin. The LX
(2–10 keV) obtained from the stacking analysis for each
redshift bin is plotted versus SFR in Figure 5. We note that
the stacked LX is above the correlation and thus higher than the
one expected from XRBs for the five complete redshift bins.
This X-ray excess is more significant (4s) for z 0.5< , but it
diminishes as we move to higher redshifts and the SFR
increases so that for the z0.5 0.7< < , z0.7 1< < and

z1 1.5< < bins the LX is 2–3σ above the scatter of the LXRB–
M*–SFR correlation. For the highest, incomplete, z 1.5> bin,
which has the highest value of averaged SFR, the upper limit
on the stacked LX is 2s~ above that expected from XRBs.
However, given that LX is an upper limit, all the X-ray emission
of this high redshift bin is consistent with that coming
from XRBs.
It should be noted that in the low SFR regime, the relation

between SFR and the X-ray luminosity from XRBs becomes
non linear: L SFR ;XRB

1 1( )µ a- the relation is linear only for
high SFRs (Gilfanov et al. 2004b). This could affect the two
lowest z bins, for which the SFR is low, decreasing the
contribution from XRBs. We test this by computing the
contribution from XRBs using L SFRXRB

1.6µ in Lehmer’s
equation, where we have considered α=1.6 (the slope of the
universal luminosity function of HMXBs; Gilfanov
et al. 2004b). We find that the contribution from XRBs to the
stacked 0.5–2 keV X-ray emission diminishes from 12% for the

z0 0.3< < bin to 5% and from 11% for the z0.3 0.5< < bin
to 8%. These differences are consistent within the errors. We
note though that even if the differences were significant, the
effect of the non linearity between LXRB and SFR for low SFRs
is to reduce the expected contribution from XRBs. This would
thus increase the resulting X-ray excess, which would be even
more significant for the two lowest z bins.

Table 2
Host Galaxy Properties

Bin z̄ log M̄* log SFR¯ Age¯ log LK¯ log Lhot¯ log LXRB¯ log LAGN¯ (0.5–2 keV) log LAGN¯ (2–10 keV)
M( ) M(  yr−1) (Gyr) (erg s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

0 z< < 0.3 0.23 8.38 −0.69 1.91 42.64 38.23 38.55 38.77 39.23
0.3 z< < 0.5 0.41 8.83 −0.28 1.50 43.08 38.64 38.96 39.13 39.59
0.5 z< < 0.7 0.62 8.99 0.31 0.68 43.40 39.23 39.53 39.34 39.80
0.7 z< < 1 0.85 9.17 0.69 0.38 43.65 39.61 39.91 39.72 40.18
1 z< < 1.5 1.20 9.30 1.17 0.20 43.91 40.09 40.38 40.28 40.74
z> 1.5a 1.93 9.27 1.54 0.09 43.99 40.46 40.75 <40.26 <40.72

Note. Column designation:(1) complete redshift bin; mean (2) redshift, (3) stellar mass, (4) star formation rate, (5) galaxy stellar age, (6) K-band luminosity, (7)
0.5–2 keV X-ray luminosity expected from hot ISM gas estimated using the correlation from Mineo et al. (2012b), (8) 2–10 keV X-ray luminosity expected from
XRBs estimated using the correlation from Lehmer et al. (2010), and (9), (10) nuclear X-ray luminosity in the 0.5–2 keV and 2–10 keV, respectively, of the stacked
galaxies in each bin after removing the contribution from XRBs and hot ISM gas.
a This bin is not complete.
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The use of Lehmer et al. (2010) correlation to estimate the
contribution of XRBs to the X-ray emission is common among
studies of dwarf galaxies (e.g., Schramm et al. 2013; Lemons
et al. 2015); nevertheless, other correlations to estimate the
contribution from HMXBs and LMXBs separately exist (e.g.,
Grimm et al. 2003; Gilfanov et al. 2004a; Mineo et al. 2012a;
Fragos et al. 2013). To test whether the presence of an X-ray
excess is dependent on the correlation used, we estimate the
contribution from HMXBs to the stacked X-ray signal using
the correlation from Mineo et al. (2012a) for star-forming
galaxies. Half of the star-forming galaxies in the parent sample
of Mineo et al. (2012a) have M 3 109

*  ´ M and the
correlation is redshift-invariant up to z=1.3 (Mineo
et al. 2014). For the LMXBs, we estimate their contribution
to the stacked X-ray emission using Equation (4) in Fragos
et al. (2013) and the parameters given in their Table 2. Using
Mineo et al. (2012a) and Fragos et al. (2013), the contribution
from XRBs (HMXBs+LMXBs) to the stacked 0.5–2 keV
X-ray emission ranges from 14% for the z1 1.5< < bin to
29% for the z0.7 1< < bin and is consistent within the
uncertainties with that obtained using the combined Lehmer
et al. (2010) correlation. If instead of Mineo et al. (2012a) to
compute the contribution from HMXBs we use Equation (3) in
Fragos et al. (2013) with metallicity Z=0.025 (i.e., the closest
value that matches the solar metallicity assumed in the galaxy
SED fitting), the results are also consistent within the
uncertainties with those found using the Lehmer et al. (2010)
correlation. We thus conclude that, independently of the
correlation used, there is an X-ray excess that is more
significant at redshift z 0.5< and that in the hard band
diminishes as redshift and SFR increase.

To confirm that the X-ray excess in the two z 0.5< bins is
not caused by the presence of high star-forming galaxies, we
remove those sources with SFR 3> M yr−1 from the bins and
perform the stacking again. By doing this the number of
stacked sources reduces to 8043 in the z0 0.3< < bin and to

10074 in the z0.3 0.5< < . We find that the stacked
0.5–2 keV X-ray signal of the z 0.5< bins is still 5–6σ above
the one expected from XRBs, thus confirming that the
detections are not dominated by the brightest star-forming
galaxies.
Finally, we note that the lower metallicities expected at

higher z for highly star-forming galaxies (e.g., Lara-López
et al. 2010; Yuan et al. 2013; Zahid et al. 2014) suggests a
higher contribution of HMXB emission to the integrated LX
than for the solar metallicity here assumed (Fragos et al. 2013),
weakening the evidence of AGN emission in the higher z
galaxies in our sample. Since we do not have information on
the metallicity, to test whether at higher z and for higher SFRs
the contribution from HMXBs would be higher than the one
reported, we create two subsets of high z (z 0.7> ) galaxies:
one with SFR 6> M yr−1 (6948 sources) and another with
SFR 6< M yr−1 (6919 sources), and perform the stacking
and calculate the HMXB contribution again for each subset.8

For the SFR 6< M yr−1 subset, we find that the stacked
0.5–2 keV X-ray luminosity is L0.5 2 keV- =39.42 erg s−1while
the luminosity expected from XRBs in the 0.5–2 keV band is of
LXRB=38.90 erg s−1, and that the X-ray excess over LXRB is
of 4σ and thus consistent with the 5s~ previously reported.
For the SFR 6> M yr−1, the stacked 0.5–2 keV X-ray
luminosity is L0.5 2 keV- =40.51 erg s−1, the luminosity
expected from XRBs in the 0.5–2 keV band is
LXRB=39.52 erg s−1, and the X-ray excess is more significant
(9σ). However, this does not mean that the evidence of AGN
emission is strengthened at high z and high SFR, as the
metallicity in this case is expected to be lower: if the metallicity
of the high SFR bin where e.g., a factor of three lower
(Z=0.008), then for the same SFR the contribution from
XRBs would increase by a factor 4 (see Figure 2 in Fragos
et al. 2013) and the X-ray excess would disappear. To
exemplify this, we show with a red dashed line in Figure 5
where the expected contribution from XRBs would lie for the
z 1> bin if the metallicity were a factor three lower than the
solar one. We thus cannot exclude that the X-ray excess at high
z may be due to an increase of the XRB contribution at high
SFR and low metallicity.

4.2. Hot Gas Contribution

In addition to XRBs, the X-ray emitting hot ISM can also
contribute to the total emission in star-forming galaxies (e.g.,
Owen & Warwick 2009; Li & Wang 2013). To remove its
contribution from the signal of each stacked bin, we use the
correlation between diffuse gas X-ray luminosity (LX,hot) and
SFR from Mineo et al. (2012b):

L M8.3 0.1 10 SFR yr 20.5 2 keV
hot 38 1( ) ( ) ( )=  ´-

-


with a scatter of 0.34 dex, and assume a power-law index of
3G = (best representation of a thermal model with temperature

∼0.7–1 keV) to convert the L0.5 2 keV
hot

- to soft-band count rate.
The corresponding K-correction factor is also applied. We find
that the hot ISM contribution to the soft (0.5–2 keV) band
stacked X-ray emission ranges from 17% for the z0 0.3< <

Figure 5. Luminosity (2–10 keV) vs. average SFR of each stacked redshift bin
for the sample of starburst and late-type dwarf galaxies. The gray line shows
the LXRB–M*–SFR correlation for XRBs from Lehmer et al. (2010) with a
scatter of 0.34 dex. The 1σ error bars account for the stacking uncertainties and
the statistical errors on the SFRs and M*. The red dashed line indicates where
the expected contribution from XRBs would lie if the metallicity were a factor
three lower than the solar one at z > 1 as predicted by Fragos et al. (2013).

8 We note that here we choose a division in 6 M yr−1 instead of the 3
M yr−1 taken for the z 0.5< bins because at high redshifts most galaxies are
highly star-forming and taking a limit of 3 M yr−1 would yield a very reduced
number of sources in the SFR 3< M yr−1 subset compared to the
SFR 3> M yr−1 subset.
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bin to 37% for the z0.5 0.7< < bin. After removing this hot
gas contribution from the stacked 0.5–2 keV X-ray signal, we
find that there is still an X-ray excess above the expected
emission from XRBs in the 0.5–2 keV band. This excess has a
significance of 4σ for the two z 0.5< and the z1 1.5< < bins
and of 2–3σ for the z0.5 0.7< < bin and z0.7 1< < bins.

4.3. ULX Contribution

A number of ULXs is also expected to contribute to the
stacked X-ray emission in low-mass star-forming galaxies (e.g.,
Swartz et al. 2008; Walton et al. 2011). However, ULXs in
star-forming galaxies are mostly the high luminosity end of the
HMXB (and to lesser extent LMXB) distribution (e.g., Swartz
et al. 2004; Walton et al. 2011; see review by Feng & Soria
2011) and thus their contribution has already been implicitly
taken into account (and removed from the stacked X-ray
emission) when computing the XRB contribution. We note
though that there exists a small fraction of ULXs, those with
X-ray luminosities above 5 1040´ erg s−1, that can difficulty
be explained by stellar-mass objects and constitute the best
candidates to IMBHs (e.g., Walton et al. 2011; Sutton
et al. 2012). The two strongest cases so far found have been
suggested to be the nucleus of stripped dwarf galaxies (e.g.,
Farrell et al. 2012; Soria et al. 2013; Mezcua et al. 2015), and
thus if present in the galaxies here studied they would
contribute to the nuclear X-ray emission.

4.4. Nuclear X-Ray Emission

The stacked X-ray emission of the sample of low-mass non-
early-type galaxies has a significant contribution from XRBs
and diffuse hot gas emission. What is left after removing these
XRB and hot ISM contributions is most likely nuclear X-ray
emission, indicating the possible presence of accreting BHs. To
derive the AGN emission, we subtract the XRB and hot ISM
contributions obtained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 from the stacked
soft count rates and convert them to 0.5–2 keV and 2–10 keV
luminosities (properly K-corrected) assuming Γ=1.4 –which
is a good assumption for AGN emission and it is also the slope
of the cosmic X-ray background (e.g., Hickox & Marke-
vitch 2006) and therefore a good representation of a mixed
distribution of obscured and unobscured sources—and
NH=2.6×1020 cm−2 (see Section 3). We find that the
AGN X-ray luminosities are still in the range
L 10 10AGN

39 40= - erg s−1 in the soft band and
L 10 10AGN

39 41= - erg s−1 in the hard band (see Table 2),
and thus above the typical X-ray luminosity of stellar-mass
BHs and globular clusters (e.g., Kong 2007; Cseh et al. 2010;
Strader et al. 2012) but one to two orders of magnitude lower
than the typical X-ray luminosity limit considered for AGN
(1042 erg s−1).

The presence of a population of accreting BHs in low-mass
starburst and spiral galaxies is more significant (4σ) for z <
0.5, where the LAGN fraction (defined as the fraction of X-ray
excess that contributes to the stacked X-ray luminosity once the
LXRB and LX,hot contributions have been removed; i.e., AGN
fraction=L L 100AGN X )* is of ∼70%, while the three
highest z bins have LAGN fraction of ∼50%. This does not rule
out the existence of high-z dwarf starburst galaxies hosting
AGN. At z 0.5> , when the SFR is higher, the BHs might be
obscured or hidden, as found by Xue et al. (2012) for blue low-
mass galaxies and also suggested by Civano et al. (2014) and

Paggi et al. (2015) for early-type galaxies with an excess of
X-ray emission with respect to their LK. We investigate this in
the next section by means of the hardness ratio (HR).
In Figure 6 we show how LAGN, LXRB and LX,hot vary with

M* and z. The lack of sources in the top left (high luminosity
and low mass) and bottom right corners (low luminosity and
high mass) of this Figure is mainly due to sample biases. Dwarf
spiral and irregular galaxies with bright detected nuclear
emission (L 10X

40> erg s−1), similar to those presented by
e.g., Reines et al. (2011), Schramm et al. (2013), Reines et al.
(2014); Baldassare et al. (2015) and Secrest et al. (2015), would
be located in the upper left side of the figure (e.g., the region
with L 10X

40> erg s−1 for log M 9* < ). These X-ray detec-
tions will be presented in a forthcoming work (M. Mezcua et al.
2016, in preparation). The lack of low luminosity and high
mass sources is due to the mass limit of the COSMOS optical/
infrared survey. The increase of nuclear luminosity with stellar
mass could also be due to the fact that at high SFRs (and high
z) it is more difficult to measure the AGN contribution while at
low SFR (and low z) the AGN contribution is more easily
detectable and thus more significant.

4.5. Hardness Ratio

The X-ray excess of the five complete z bins with respect to
the X-ray emission expected from XRBs and hot ISM suggests
the presence of hidden AGN in the population of low-mass
starburst and spiral galaxies. To test this, we derive the X-ray
HR defined as HR=(H−S)/(H+S), where H and S are the
count rates in the soft (0.5–2 keV) and hard (2–8 keV) Chandra
bands, respectively. Although the stacking analysis provided
significant detections ( 3s> ) only in the soft band, for the
purpose of this test we consider as a detection those hard-band
count rates detected at a 2σ level (see Table 1 and Figure 7).
These HR are in the observed frame. For a power-law spectral
slope they are z-invariant (see Figure 7).
Unobscured AGN showing unabsorbed soft spectra have

typically HR 0.1< - (e.g., Hasinger 2008; Civano et al. 2012).
This is the case for the lowest redshift bin (z 0.3< ), while the
higher redshift bins (z 0.7> ) have HR 0> , supporting the
presence of obscured AGN. To further test the presence of

Figure 6. Nuclear X-ray luminosity (circles), hot ISM luminosity (squares) and
XRB luminosity (diamonds) in the (0.5–2 keV) band vs. average stellar mass of
each stacked redshift bin.
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AGN in the stacked galaxies, we model the HR of different
populations of XRBs and check whether a hard component is
still required to match the HR of the dwarf non-elliptical
galaxies. For this, we plot tracks at a constant Galactic column
density N 2.6 10H

20= ´ cm−2 and photon indices varying
from Γ=1 to Γ=2.2 (see Figure 7). The HR of the five
stacked complete redshift bins are located in a region close to
the Γ=1 model and the Γ=1.4 model, which points to the
presence of hard X-ray emission and supports the presence of
AGNs in the dwarf galaxies here studied. We note that this
range of spectral slopes is also consistent with that assumed to
convert the stacked count rates to fluxes (Sections 3 and 4.4). A
slight tendency toward higher HR and harder photon indices
(i.e., higher column densities) for higher redshifts is also
observed, as was found by Jones et al. (2014) for a K-band
selected sample of galaxies with z0.5 2< < in the COSMOS
survey, in agreement with the finding of a lower X-ray excess
for the higher z-bins (Section 4.4).

4.6. BH Mass and Accretion Rate

The formation of BH seeds via direct collapse is the least
stringent and most widely supported scenario (e.g., Johnson
et al. 2013; Natarajan 2014), which results in massive seeds of
M 10 10BH

4 5–~ M. The best IMBH candidates so far detected
in the nearby universe have BH masses in this regime (e.g.,
Webb et al. 2012; Pasham et al. 2014; Baldassare et al. 2015;
Mezcua et al. 2015), while the detection of lighter seed
BHs (PopIII formation scenario) remains elusive (the
best candidate so far is CR7; Sobral et al. 2015). To get an
estimate of the mean BH mass in our stacked sample,
we assume a bolometric correction of k=L L 5bol X =
(i.e., in between those of AGN and XRBs; Mezcua
et al. 2015). Using M L l5 1.3 10BH X Edd

38( )= ´ ´ M,
where l L LEdd bol Edd= is the Eddington ratio and we take LX
as the LAGN in the 0.5–2 keV band, and assuming l 10Edd

2 -

as that found in optically selected samples of low-mass BHs
(e.g., Greene & Ho 2004, 2007; Dong et al. 2012; Reines
et al. 2013; Yuan et al. 2014; Baldassare et al. 2015) would
yield BH masses M 1 10BH

5 ´ M for the five complete
redshift bins, consistent with the IMBH regime. Assuming
these BH masses and the median stellar mass as a proxy for the

bulge mass, the sources would be 100–400 times off the MBH–

Mbulge correlation (e.g., McConnell & Ma 2013; see also, e.g.,
Greene 2012; Baldassare et al. 2015), but consistent with the
steeper relation at low masses of Graham et al. 2013 and
Graham & Scott 2015.
Vice versa, assuming that the population of accreting BHs in

each complete redshift bin falls on the MBH–Mbulge correlation
(with Mbulge=M*), the BH masses would be
M 7 10 6 10BH

5 6 ´ - ´ M, which is closer to the typical
mass limit considered for SMBHs (106M ; e.g., Greene &
Ho 2004), as has been also found for other accreting BHs in
dwarf galaxies (e.g., Reines et al. 2011, 2014). This does not
rule out the presence of IMBHs. The accretion would be highly
sub-Eddington, with l 2 10Edd

4 ´ - , consistent with the
findings for low-luminosity AGN with M 10BH

6> M and
lEdd=10 107 2–- - (e.g., Ho 2008; Masegosa et al. 2011;
Mezcua & Prieto 2014). The upper limit reflects the fact that
most of the low-mass galaxies here studied are classified as
starburst while the BH mass scaling relations are typically
calibrated for early- and late-type galaxies (e.g., McConnell &
Ma 2013). Indeed, assuming Mbulge=M* to estimate BH
masses may yield an overestimate of more than one order
of magnitude (e.g., Reines & Volonteri 2015). To reduce this
effect, we consider instead the correlation between BH mass
and stellar mass found in local AGN by Reines & Volonteri
(2015) and which includes a sample of dwarf galaxies: log
(MBH M)=7.45±0.08+ (1.05± 0.11) log (M 1011

* M),
with a scatter of 0.55 dex. Using this correlation, the BH
masses range M 1 9 10BH

5–= ´ M and are again consistent
with IMBHs. The Eddington ratios in this case are within the
range l 9 10 1 10Edd

4 3= ´ - ´- - , lower than the values
reported for optically selected samples of low-mass BHs, but
consistent with those of low-luminosity AGNs (e.g., Mezcua &
Prieto 2014).
Last, we note that the BH mass inferred above could be

higher due to a fundamental limitation of the stacking analysis,
which is that it does not allow us to discriminate between cases
where a small fraction of objects emit X-rays strongly and the
rest much weaker and where all the objects emit X-rays at the
average level. This is, if AGNs follow a duty cycle (e.g.,
Haiman & Hui 2001; Martini & Weinberg 2001) in which a
fraction of their time f they are “on” (“AGN-on,” with, e.g.,
l 0.01Edd > ), then a fraction f of all low-mass non-elliptical
galaxies that meet our sample selection criteria have AGNs
“on” (as f ;sample galaxies with AGN on

total of sample galaxies

‐~ #
#

Haiman & Hui 2001;
Martini & Weinberg 2001) while the rest of them are “off”
(e.g., l 0.01Edd < < ). The stacking analysis results and the
subtraction of the star formation components gives an estimate
of the AGN luminosity averaged over all non-elliptical galaxies
( LX,AGN on offá ñ + ). If this AGN contribution only comes from the
fraction f of all sample galaxies, the average X-ray luminosity
of “on” galaxies becomes L L fX,AGN on X,AGN on offá ñ = á ñ + so
that if e.g., f=10%, then the average luminosity of AGNs
would increase by a factor 10 and the BH mass estimate would
become 10 times larger.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a population of low-mass (M 3 109
*  ´

M) star-forming galaxies drawn from the COSMOS survey
with the aim of investigating the presence of accreting BHs and
putative seed BHs from which SMBHs grow. By performing
stacking analysis using Chandra COSMOS-Legacy images at

Figure 7. Hardness ratio vs. redshift for the five complete redshift bins. The
lines indicate the HR from a population of XRBs with Γ=1, 1.4, 1.8, 2, 2.2
(from top to bottom) and Galactic NH.
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the position of each non-detected galaxy, we find a significant
X-ray detection in each of five complete redshift bins spanning
from z=0 to z=1.5. After removing the contribution of
HMXBs, LMXBs, and hot ISM gas to the stacked X-ray
luminosity, we still find an X-ray excess in all redshift bins.
This X-ray excess is more significant (4s) for z 0.5< and
can be accounted for by nuclear accreting BHs. The
average nuclear X-ray luminosities in the 2–10 keV band range
from 2 1039´ erg s−1 for the z0 0.3< < bin to
6 1040´ erg s−1 for the z1 1.5< < bin. At high redshift
and for larger stellar masses and SFRs, the putative accreting
BHs could be obscured, as supported by the finding of hard
HRs but no significant hard-band X-ray emission. If accreting
at Eddington ratios exceeding 10−2, the BHs would have
masses in the intermediate regime but 100–400 times higher
than those implied by the local MBH–Mbulge correlation. The
location of the sources would be consistent with the BH mass-
stellar mass scaling relations if they had Eddington ratios
∼10−3 and BH masses 105~ M.

We conclude that a population of low-mass accreting BHs in
dwarf star-forming galaxies similar to those seed BHs
populating the early universe exists. Given their faintness (X-
ray luminosities of the same order as that of local ULXs),
highly sub-Eddington accretion rates, and obscuration as the
redshift and SFR increase, the detection of these BHs is
challenging even in Chandra deep surveys. The wider-area
Chandra COSMOS Legacy survey, despite being shallower
than the Chandra Deep Fields, has allowed the stacking of a
larger number of sources providing the significant stacked
detections shown in this paper. In a following work, we will
discuss the ∼200 dwarf star-forming galaxies that are
individually detected in the Chandra COSMOS Legacy survey.
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